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About us/ Introduction
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As you might already know, building facility is a requirement for any place and is regarded as a component
of standards. The present booklet is the fruit of years of experience of engineers in the mechanical
and electrical industry related to construction, which has been drawn up, described and compiled for the
customers and audiences in this field to facilitate the selection of products and services of Behradin Energy
Company. Construction industry activists fully recognize that some information and resources to determine
the type of operation and execution are limited and require engineering consulting and computations. In the
present article, we made our efforts to help you fulfil your goals.
This complex has been developing in the field of construction facilities for many years and has executed
countless projects; Behradin Energy is active in the field of design, supply and production of installation
products, and in addition to providing unique engineering services for the implementation of construction
and industrial projects to meet the needs of respected consulting engineers, contractors and all construction
industry stakeholders. The primary objective of Behradin regarding the production and supply of installation
equipment as well as the specialized execution of construction installation systems is to provide the
customers with the best packages in terms of quantity, quality and economy by employing the best
specialists in the field.
Carrying out calculations and designing products (anchor bolts, new installation supports, etc.), offering
relevant drawings and executive details, technical advice, correct and optimal product selection using the
advanced engineering software.

Provision of services

Consultation before starting the project
Different materials and equipment can be used
for execution in the construction projects, but
explaining the cost-effectiveness and standards
will facilitate the process for the customers. At
Behradin Energy Company, we will find the best
solution by initially inspecting your construction
project and carefully examining the conditions,
and offer it to you as technical consultation.

Carrying Out Engineering Computations
After the initial review, every project requires
calculations to be implemented. All the
execution details, from the initial tests to the
equipment’s materials, and eventually the
size and timing of the project are presented in
engineering calculations.

Equipment Design and
Production
We might need to design a product in
some cases and we might be forced
to create a new product by changing
the material and shape due to weight,
environmental conditions and potential
stresses. This redesign requires
engineering calculations and testing
and re-testing of the product, all being
carried out with the best existing
software by the experienced engineers
of Behradin Energy and a standard
certificate will be issued for them.

Behradin Products

Supply of Equipment

Due to executive needs of projects,
as well as considering the economic
conditions and sanctions and the
appropriate domestic talents of the
country, three categories of installation
products have been designed and
produced by Behradin engineers
themselves, which are competitive with
their European counterparts; These
products have been used in several
projects so far.

Behradin is a supplier of specialized
equipment and facilities that enjoy
the highest level of international
standards and has been used by the
top industrial brands in the world for
many years with the highest quality
of production in many construction
projects due to its high reliability.

CATALOG
behradin.com

in Behradin Energy Group
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Implemented Projects

Behradin Energy Company, since its establishment, has been proud to cooperate with a wide
range of residential projects (residential complex, Mehr housing project), administrative and
commercial (commercial complex, hotel, bank), industrial complexes (factories, steel, cement,
petrochemical) as well as special hospital projects throughout our beloved homeland.

1400

Executors and employers
in more than 1400 projects
have trusted the products
and equipment provided by
Behradin Group.

About us/ Implemented Projects

The residential complex
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y Mehr housing
project
y Mirage
y Amatis
y Faraz Yaser
y Parvin
y Arsh
y Keshtirani
y Milad
y Aria
y Pardisan
y Saderat Bank
y Ladan
y Baghe Behesht
y Pardis Noor
y Terrace Park
y Chenaran
y Kuhestan
y Nakhchivan
y Maryam
y Golsa
y Yamin
y Dowlat
y Nasim
y Resident
y Medical
y Imam Hossein
University

| Parand
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Damavand
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Qeshm
Bandar Abbas
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Ahvaz
Kashan
Tehran

1650

19800

Behradin Energy Production
Unit has so far succeeded in
producing more than 1650
tons of cable trays.

Commercial Building
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Iran Mall
Mashhad Mall
Baran
Kourosh Mall
Yas
Ribbon noor
Gole Yas
Maryam
Persian
Eram
Donyaye noor
Golestan
Hypersun
Amin
Eco Mall
Kia mall
Zhowan Park
Vanak Plaza
Melal
Almas Ghar
Opal
City Center
Royal Center
Zagros Hall
Star Mall
City Center

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Tehran
Mashhad
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Qom
Karaj
Karaj
Tehran
Tehran
Mashhad
Tabriz
Tehran
Qeshm
Qeshm
Ahvaz
Ahvaz
Ahvaz

Behradin has directly
employed more than 19800
man-hours by implementing
its projects.

220

Thus far, two hundred and
twenty installation projects
have been successfully
completed in full compliance
with the latest standards in the
country.

Multi-storey Parking
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Chitgar Lak
Tehran Pars
Jomhouri
12 Farvardin
Niloo
Valiasr
Bahar

Hospital
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Kerman

Tunnel
y Sadr - Niyayesh
y Tang-e-Zagh

| Tehran
| Bandar Abbas

Urban Train
y Tehran subway
y Ahvaz subway

| Tehran
| Ahvaz

Collections
y I m a m K h o m e i n i | Tehran
Mosalla
| Tehran
y Book Garden
y Refinery Bid Boland | Behbahan
| Sirjan
y Sirjan Iranian Steel
y University of Science | Tehran
and Technology

y Saipa

| Kashan

y Fayyazbakhsh
y Gandhi
y Moheb Mehr
y Shohadaye
Tajrish
y Hedayat
y Moheb
y Malard
y Qods
y Imam Hossein
y Heart Center
y Heart Center
y Taleghani
y Naft
y Ya Zahra
y Ofogh Salamat
y Boroujen

|
|
|
|

Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Tehran
Tehran
Alborz
Alborz
Zanjan
Abadeh
Ahvaz
Abadan
Abadan
Dezful
Shush
Boroujen

Hotel
y Imam Khomeini | Tehran
International Airport

y
y
y
y

Iran Mall
Palace
Qods
Oxin

|
|
|
|

Tehran
Kish
Mashhad
Ahvaz

General Catalog
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| Niayesh Tunnel | Tehran |

| Eco mall | Karaj |

| Mashhadmal project | Mashhad |

Brands that trusted us
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Why should
we use
installation
systems?
Previously, support were made using angles, channel beams and other raw
iron parts, which were connected by welding and installed similarly in the
buildings. The support construction process, which consisted of steps such
as painting, cutting, drilling, and welding, was performed mainly at altitude,
putting the system in unsafe conditions and at risk, although this type of work
required a variety of tools. Thus, the restoproofing was complex, laborious,
difficult and time consuming, which could not ensure high safety of work even
at higher costs. Now suppose that after the implementation of the project, if
it was necessary to change, add or reduce or relocate a part of system by
changing the standards! It would definitely be easier to go back and install
from the beginning because opening welded joints and cutting them together
made the operation more complicated. Also, due to the welding of the support
parts to each other, if changes were needed, it would be much easier to rebuild
it than to rework it.
However, everything (including the used materials and also the type of
application) has changed in the modern method to increase the speed and
quality of the project and also to follow safer standards. In this method, all
items are pre-designed as products and can be used modularly anywhere.

General Catalog

behradin.com

Drawbacks of the previous methods
y Using inappropriate materials in the installation of facilities
y Non-standard welded joints in carrying loads of installation equipment
y Unreliable connections
y Low quality performance and high cost
y Low speed of executive operations
y Multi-stage nature of the project and lack of necessary coordination
y Creating more executive steps through operations such as rustproofing
the equipment, painting and construction of welding structures
Advantages of the modern method
y Conducting engineering analysis on the materials and their various
experiments
y Eliminating the execution steps (welding, rustproofing, painting)
y Using appropriate materials
y Axial product and modular equipment
y Increasing the execution speed
y Cost effectiveness (1% of the total facility project)
y Complying with the standards and being safe
y Being anti-corrosive and anti-rust
y Ease of applying the possible changes and repairs after operation

9

Services

Conducting accurate engineering
analysis for all details of project

Preliminary visits and reviews for the
project plan

Equipment design and production

Supply of equipment

Employing the native talents and
producing the required equipment

High standard specialized installation
equipment

Behradin production cycle
Customer’s need for design, testing
and finally choosing the right material
for a high-quality product

General Catalog

Consultation before the
commencement of the project

behradin.com

Performing engineering
calculations
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Consultation before
starting the project

The execution commencement process starts from right here. Before doing anything,
the dimensions of the project and its conditions must first be examined in order to be
able to suggest executive ideas. As a result, after reviewing the plans and dimensions
of the project, Behradin engineers are sent to visit the project site and evaluate the
general information of the project technically; finally, the proposed plan is presented to
the employer in a meeting. In construction projects, different materials and equipment
can be used for implementation, but cost-effectiveness and recognition of standard
will make the whole processes more tangible for the customers. In Behradin Energy
Company, we find the best solution upon an initial visit to your construction project and
offer it to you as technical advice before implementation.

Services/Consultation before startingtheproject

220
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Regarding, two hundred
and twenty installation
projects have been
successfully completed
with the latest standard
methods throughout Iran

120
Behradin Energy engineers
have presented research and
methods ergarding more than
120 types of installation ideas.

Equipment Design
and Production

Products are evaluated according
to their application and based
on the load they bear in the best
laboratories in Iran and undergo
tests such as corrosion, vertical
and axial loads.

Specialist engineers
perform analysis and
evaluation through the
finite element software.

behradin.com

Parts and profiles are
structurally optimized
using software and they are
analyzed and evaluated after
production.

General Catalog

Taking into account the changes in installation systems of facilities due to their
various advantages including high speed, more beautiful appearance, reasonable price,
etc. and due to the existence of suitable raw materials such as galvanized sheets in
the country, which are used in modern installation systems due to their anti-corrosion
and anti-rust properties, Behradin Energy has started the process of producing some
of the installation systems’ requirements in order to change these systems and the
equipment needs of market. At present, products such as various types of installation
support, packages, cable trays and their accessories are produced in our complex and
used in various projects. In modern installation systems, everything is prefabricated
and there are no more welded metal parts.

13

Performing Engineering
Calculations

Services/Performing Engineering Calculationsproject

As you might know, building installation systems carry heavy tasks, the slightest
carelessness of which might be more catastrophic than we could ever imagine.
Accordingly, the research and development unit of Behradin Energy Company, before
starting the project, plans all the stages and carefully examines the risks and
possibilities via advanced engineering software. For example, anchor bolts and
installation supports in each project can have their own conditions of use and
execution, so the resistance and installation intervals will be variable.
Having examined issues such as weight, stability and selection of the right equipment
for the project’s environmental conditions, our engineers initially run the simulation
project through software and then physically test their recommendations; they start the
project only if all their recommendations are right.

14

G4141
G4121
G3020
C3020

General Catalog
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The output result of Mechanical Software

Behradin
Production Cycle

The producing process in Behradin Energy’s factory starts from the customer’s needs.
In order to offer products in standard class such that it can be competitive in the
market, the it is a must to have a strategic planning. In fact, to produce any equipment,
it is necessary to create a general scientific and practical structure related to strategic
goals and operational goals. Many issues are involved in the production of products,
including the supply of raw materials, in which the economic conditions of the country
are very influential. Of course, metals such as galvanized iron are relatively available for
production and we have been able to meet the needs of customers.
In Behradin production cycle, products are designed according to the imposed weight
and static and dynamic pressures, and its production sample is measured in various
tests such as tensile strength and load bearing weight, and standard and safe products
are presented to the market to minimize the probability of incident. Projects reach
zero. In order to maintain the quality of the final product, all factors in the production
cycle are examined. Due to the executive needs of the projects, also considering the
economic conditions and sanctions and considering the suitable domestic talents of
our country, three categories of installation products have been designed and produced
by Behradin engineers which can compete their European counterparts and have been
used in many products.

Pipe Clamps

Behradin Production Cycle

pipe clamp for installation of
hot and cold water pipes,
cooling and heating equipment,
sewage
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Cable tray and accessories

Installation support

Four-bend and six-bend cable
tray with different dimensions,
sheet thickness and coatings
along with fittings and
accessories as customized
according to orders.

Support of advanced mechanical
and electrical installations for pipe
installation (Piping), Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) and mechanical and
electrical equipment.

17
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Behradin
Production Cycle

Installation system
Presently, the production and implementation of
installation support for piping, air conditioning (HVAC)
and mechanical and electrical equipment is often carried
out by connecting various profiles, channel beam, angles
and steel rebars through welding operations.

Behradin Production Cycle/ Installation system

Lack of engineering design, high weight of support,
inflexibility of the system, high product waste, high cost
of welding, poor appearance and long execution time are
the drawbacks of the traditional method. In the modern
installations support system, galvanized steel profiles
with different dimensions and sections and different
types of anchor bolts, screws, nuts and galvanized steel
parts are utilized to connect and build the support.

18

Types of installation supports

A

Installation system system
HVAC system

M Medium-duty system

L

Light-duty system

H

heavy-duty system

General Catalog
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Sheet thickness in profiles

Alloy used in profiles

Report of profile tests

y High reliability
y High execution speed
y High flexibility and significant reduction of waste
due to the presence of profiles with various
sections and types of connections, the disassembly
capability, reusability and the possibility of making
changes at any stage of work
y Corrosion resistance due to complete elimination
of welding operations and the existence of
various coatings such as: cold galvanized, hot
galvanized and stainless steel
y Stylish and beautiful appearance, very suitable for
applications that are visible

Installation system

A

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
HVAC system

Behradin Production Cycle/ Installation system/ HVAC system

The support design and the best installation method are chosen according to the type
of ventilation system and estimations regarding the dimensions and weight of the
equipment and considering the executive details of the duct system, In this regard,
the functional and dimensional nature of the ventilation system is quite effective in
determining how to install the support.

20
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Features
•

New and specialized system for use in ventilation systems

•

Fast and easy system without the need for drilling, welding and
painting

•

Ability to reduce vibration noise

•

Beautiful final appearance with the ability to work in Expose
Mode (visible)

•

Capability to be adjusted, dismantled and mantled

•

With galvanized coating (corrosion resistant)

•

Significant weight decrease

Applications
•

Suitable for use in air conditioning support

•

Horizontal and vertical air duct support

50

To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

Installation system

L

Light Load-Carrying Capacity

Behradin Production Cycle/ Installation system/ Light Load-Carrying Capacity

Light Load-Carrying systems are designed and built for delicate lightweight installations. This installation
support system is used for plumbing, ducts, wires and cabling on the tray, but they can also maintain
and withstand the load of ventilation ducts and smoke pipes with thin and medium thickness, water
transfer systems, fire pipes as well as electrical and lighting facilities.
The final product is made of low-thickness sheets for cost-effectiveness.

22

| Mashhad mall project | Mashhad |

General Catalog
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Features
•

Innovative and unique system for facilities and electrical
installations

•

Light and medium loads

•

Limited number of parts that can be used in a wide range of
applications

•

Fast easy system without the need for drilling, welding and
painting

•

Capability to reduce vibration noise

•

Beautiful finished appearance with the capability to work in
Expose Mode (Visible)

•

Capability to be adjusted, dismantled and mantled

•

With galvanized coating (corrosion resistant)

•

Significant weight decrease

Applications
•

Suitable for use as light and medium support for electricity and
facilities

•

Suitable for use as air duct support

•

Suitable for use as cable tray support

50

To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.
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Installation system

M

Medium Load-Carrying Systems

Behradin Production Cycle/ Installation system/ Medium Load-Carrying Systems

Medium Load-Carrying Systems are one of the most widely used types of supports that are designed for
medium and relatively heavy loads. The basic design of this type is for fire pipes and smoke channels,
as well as air conditioners with different thicknesses and medium and high widths, but they can also
be used for water transmission systems, heating and cooling systems, as well as lighting and electrical
installations.

24

Reducing the design costs

•

Capability of frequent mantling and dismantling, resulting in very high
flexibility in possible map changes

25

•

Very high strength and stability

•

Pre-assembled parts to speed up the installation

•

Modular design capability that eliminates the need for minor design

•

Limited number of parts that can be used in a wide range of
applications

•

Eliminating the need for drilling, welding and painting

•

Ability to build three-dimensional structures

•

Simultaneous multi-purpose application (electricity, facilities, etc.)

•

Capability to be provided with electro-galvanized, hot galvanized and
stainless steel coatings

•

Beautiful finished appearance with the capability to work in Expose
Mode (visible)

•

Very significant reduction in weight of structure up to 50%

Applications
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Catalog

•
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Features

Suitable for use in light to medium power supports and installations
Usability as a support for hot water pipes (horizontal and vertical)
that have movement due to temperature changes
Suitable for use as a support for drinking water pipes as well as
industrial wastewater or construction wastewater in horizontal and
vertical position
Suitable support for reinforcement of building extensions (electrical
panels, etc.)
Suitable as a support for solar panels
Supporting air ducts
Supporting cold water pipes
Supporting cable trays
Supporting the industrial machinery and equipment
Suitable support for dropped ceilings and structural roofs

50

To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

Installation system

Application
H Industrial
heavy-duty system

Behradin Production Cycle/ Installation system/Industrial Application

High weight installations have more special conditions than other installation types. Strong and
robust installation systems must be used to carry the weight of this category for high reliability.
This type of facility has a large width and length as well as high thicknesses that are commonly
used in the petrochemical industry and engine rooms. The system also uses facilities with
fast connection systems, which greatly increases the execution speed and have a very good
strength.

26
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Features
•

High corrosion resistance

•

Reducing the weight of the structure up to 50% compared to
traditional methods

•

No need for drilling, welding and painting

•

Very high flexibility

Applications
•
•
•

Suitable support for industrial pipes and cable trays
Extensive application in oil, gas and petrochemical industries
Proper support for risers

50

To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

Behradin
Production Cycle

Cable Tray and
Its Accessories

Behradin Production Cycle/ Cable Tray and Its Accessories

This equipment is actually a tool for collecting cables
in a building that has many uses. Cable trays are
composed of different materials that are used in
different conditions and environments ranging from
general to industrial applications. In other words, the tray
protects the cables and provides a shortcut to cabling
as easily as possible; A secure structure for crossing
a complex network of cables that makes access much
easier at any time. The cable tray is also introduced as
part of the building wiring structure, which is made of
galvanized steel, stainless steel, aluminum or pressed
plastic, or even unbreakable glass.

28

Cable Tray and Its Accessories

A Accessories

C

Connections

Six Fold

Four Fold

General Catalog
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Cable Tray for power cables is definitely a more reliable method than
some of the older methods, such as the use of galvanized and PVC
pipes, as the design has become more efficient. Due to its modularity,
the cable tray system has a high flexibility during installation and can be
installed in any part of the building without the slightest damage. They
are also protected from problems such as rot and moisture and are less
prone to damage during installation.
The environment in which the cable tray is used is very important in
determining the type of cable tray. If we want to use the cable tray in an
environment that is exposed to sultry and humid weather, it must have
a high resistance against these issues. Accordingly, the type of cable
tray for such situations should be made of hot-dip galvanized material.
Hot-dip galvanized cable tray has a longer lifespan than conventional
galvanized cable tray. However, when the environment we choose to
install the cable tray is a space full of acid vapors, the cable tray should
be made of steel, which is very resistant to corrosion of fatty acids
and ammonia. This type of cable tray also has a very long life in such
environments.

52

To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

Behradin
Production Cycle

Pipe Clamps

Behradin Production Cycle/ Pipe Clamps

Various equipment has been developed to facilitate
piping connections that can hold and fix a variety of
pipes. Packages come in a variety of sizes, shapes and
diameters and can be used depending on what you want
to do. Behradin pipe clamp is made of galvanized steel
with EPDM insulation and is used to install various types
of hot and cold water pipes, cooling and heating
equipment, and sewage. This type of pipe clamp has
a high resistance to stress and vibration. Also, proper
strength and clamp of the pipe, non-propagation of fire,
reduction of noise caused by pipe vibration are other
advantages of this type of pipe clamp.

30

| Residential complex project | Tehran |

Pipe Clamps

Loop hanger

Pipe Ring

General Catalog
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Galvanized and resistant
sheet
Use of polyethylene and
multilayer plastic materials

The tests are in compliance with
ISO/IEC 17025 standard certificate.

EPDM

6.13 KN
7.29 KN

Report of pipe closure tests
Tensile Test
As per the Razi Laboratory, this
product has withstood a force of
6.13 kN.

54

To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

NOTHING

will ever replace

QUALITY
In Behradin Energy Company, we have tried to
offer the best suggestions regarding the facility
installation systems to our esteemed customers
since the very beginning, and we have guided
them to enjoy high quality products at the right
and valuable cost since the financial resources
can be the starting point for more complex
problems. We believe that the best choice should
be offered to the customer so as to prevent
spending money on a construction project by
mistake.

Supply of equipment

An experienced supplier knows the needs of each project well. Likewise, in the
construction industry, it is the suppliers who provide the requirements for the
executive team. After designing the general plan of the installation system of a
building’s facilities, it is time to consider the the details, i.e. choosing the best
and most appropriate equipment according to the needs of the project. Since the
range of requirements used in this system is almost predictable and evaluable,
therefore, to comply with various executive standards and laws approved by the
Engineering System Organization, some equipment that cannot be produced with
high quality domestically and are an integral part of projects, should be provided
from the producing companies so that the work is done ideally and without any
shortcomings. There are various brands in different European countries that
produce and supply this equipment, reputable and well-known brands such as
HILTI, Fischer, Rawlplug, etc.

Supplied Equipment

Supply of equipment

Accessories and
Connections

34

Pipe Clamp

Cable tray and its
accessories
Four-bend and six-bend cable
tray with different dimensions,
sheet thickness and coatings
along with fittings and accessories as per the customers’
orders

Installation system

In various shapes, dimensions
an d m a te ria ls, the y a re
used to connect parts and
transfer power in oil and gas,
petrochemical, power plant,
building, water and electricity,
automobile and other
industries.

Pipe clamp for installation
of hot and cold water pipes,
cooling and heating equipment,
and wastewater

Fire Stop

Elastomeric Insulation

Chemical Anchors

Anchor Bolt

In construction and industrial
projects, fire stops are used to
prevent the spread of fire.

E la stome ric in sulation is
suitable for industrial and
civil applications that require
the use of insulating
materials and is used in the
insulation of air conditioning,
refrigeration, heating, piping,
tanks, fittings and air ducts.

Chemical anchor bolts, also
known as concrete glue or
reinforcement sizing glue,
create bonding strength by
bonding between the rebar or
rod with base materials.

In construction projects,
anchor bolts are used for the
installation of metal plates
with different dimensions
and thicknesses to base
material surfaces made of
hardened concrete, stone,
brick, etc.

Advanced mechanical and
electrical installation support
for piping, Heating, Ventilation,
and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
and mechanical and electrical
installations

The above items are the parts of installation systems of building facilities that can be supplied and are necessary
and provided in various projects. This equipment has been used in several projects to maintain standards and
ensure project performance at the highest level hitherto.

General Catalog
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Brands

Supply of equipment from the most reputable brands
We have established a group of experts to provide engineering, commercial and
equipment services in Behradin to act on the immediate supply of a specific part,
equipment or machinery upon need. You can enjoy our services if you want to supply
goods or services from a brand that you have not been able to provide in the Iranian
market or you intend to import this product directly so that your profit margin in sales is
much higher than the current amount. Finding the right product in accordance with all
the quantitative and qualitative parameters is always a complex task and requires time
and energy. To perform the above services, our commercial engineering group will have
a high level of knowledge in supply engineering, market knowledge, brand recognition,
design processes, manufacturing and production, process, tools, industrial molds,
foreign purchasing, domestic supply, business, etc.

Supply of equipment

Anchor Bolt

In construction projects, anchor bolts are used for the
installation of metal plates with different dimensions and
thicknesses to base material surfaces made of hardened
concrete, stone, brick, etc.
These plates allow the connection and welding of various
metal parts to concrete structure for the implementation
of various types of dry and composite facades, execution
of supports for mechanical and electrical installations,
installation of equipment and machinery, etc. However,
the important point here is the choice of the appropriate
anchor bolt according to the type of operation, size, load
capacity and installation limitations.

Anchor bolts are classified into mechanical and chemical categories in terms of type and function. In general, the operation of
anchors (gripping in concrete or other materials) is carried out in four ways:

Supply of equipment/ Anchor Bolt

Friction or Expansion
In this case, Anchor Bolt can withstand different loads after installing or planting, by creating a friction force with a base
material. Most metal anchors are also known as expansion anchors, and plastic anchors operate similarly and are easy to install.

36

Fastening or Switch
In this case, the anchor creates a griping (setting) by making holes or cavities in the base material - which in this case is often
concrete. These types of anchors have a high bearing capacity and can withstand dynamic loads and can be installed at short
distances from the edge of the base material.
Friction and Switch combination
These types of anchors operate simultaneously in two ways, Friction and keying. These anchors also have a high bearing capacity
and can withstand dynamic loads.
Bonding
Chemical anchors, also known as concrete glue or reinforcement sizing glue, create load-bearing capacity by creating adhesions
between rebars or all-threaded rods with base materials.
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Application of the base
material

HLC

HKV

HSA

HST

HSL-3

Minimum load bearing capacity
in the concrete through Size M10
Cracked Concrete
Natural Stones
Aerated concrete
Pressed Brick
Porous Brick
Index Advantages

y Not rotating in the
hole
y Removability from
the hole
y Suitable for
temporary workshop
installations
y Usability in different
building materials
y With various heads

y With inner thread
y Easy and fast
installation
y Short install depth
for working in the
concrete’s depth

y Two types of install
depth for ease of use
y Install depth
indicator

y Easy and fast
installation
y Strong against
shock load
y Install depth
indicator
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y Shock load
computation
y Controlled
expansion force

To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

Supply of equipment

Chemical Anchor
Inadequate execution of reinforcement, change of
structural plans, joining new, durable parts and
continuation of concreting operations in cases where
the installation of the expected rebar is forgotten or
unpredictable are among the common issues in the
implementation of concrete structures and one of the
best and least costly solutions is install rebar with
chemical anchors or the concrete glues. It is also
possible to install metal plates on the concrete surface by
install threaded rebar.
Rebar install operations include drilling holes with a specific diameter and depth in concrete, injecting chemicals into the holes and installing rebars. Taking into
account the sensitivity and importance of the issue,
the company does all the necessary works including designing via specialized software, consulting and
providing a complete technical report and executing the
install.

Supply of equipment/ Chemical Anchor

Chemical anchors, also known as concrete glue or reinforcement install (sizing) glue, create load-bearing capacity by creatinge
adhesions between rebars or all-threaded rods with base materials.
The advantage of using this type of anchors is that there is no restriction on the diameter and depth of install.
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Environmental Conditions
Geographical factors such as weather conditions and humidity, the presence of corrosive substances such as acids, fats,
petroleum products, phosphates, sulfates, etc. at the anchor installation site and in places such as seaside towns, refineries,
processing plants, power plants, factories, etc. are among the factors that influence the choice of anchor. Material (steel, plastic
and chemical) and coating (cold galvanized, hot-dip galvanized, stainless steel, etc.) anchors are items that are determined
according to environmental conditions.
Load Amount
Anchors can withstand different loads between 10 and 15000 kg depending on the need, type of operation, material, type of load
(tensile and shear or static and dynamic).
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RE-500

Application - Base Materials
Maximum load bearing capacity
in concrete using size M10
Cracked concrete
Natural stones
Aerated concrete
Pressed brick
Porous brick
Index Advantages:

• High efficiency reinforcement
install
• Various install depth in unit
size
• Optimal use of the product
due to the foil capsule
• Usability in dry and saturated
concrete
• Usability underwater
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To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

Supply of equipment

Connections and Accessories

Supply of equipment/ Connections and Accessories

These connections in different shapes, dimensions
and materials are used to connect parts and
transfer power in the oil and gas, petrochemical,
power plant, building, water and electricity,
automobile and other industries. Behradin Company
is ready to provide steel joints in full compliance with
international standards such as DIN, ASTM, ASME,
ISO, JIS, etc. in various steel grades such as 4.6, 5.8,
8.8, 10.9, A2, A4, A316 to the respected customers.
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Bolts
All threaded rod – metric
Hexagon
Welding
Cylindrical
Allen
Carriage bolt
Washer
Drill bit (structure to structure)
Automatic
Knauf
All types of Stud Bolt , etc.

Nut
Hexagon
Square corners
Washer
Sliding
Locked nut
Lock
Wing nut
Dome
Tee Nut
Slotted nut
Weld nut
Rivet nut
Thin nut
Long Spacer coupling

Washer
Flat
Star
Spring
Locked
Waved
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To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

Supply of equipment

Fire stops
Buildings’ fire protection is one of the important issues
that must be carefully and comprehensively considered
in the design of buildings. Basically, in every building
(including residential, commercial, public places, etc.),
there are areas that must be filled and blocked after the
construction operation and according to the zoning of
the fire to prevent the spread of fire (smoke and toxic
gases, heat and flames). In other words, if such systems
are used in certain areas of the structure, it is possible
to control the spread of fire and minimize human and
financial losses. Fire-fighting or fire-stop systems are in
fact complementary to fire alarm and extinguishing
systems, which, if used properly, can ensure the full
and timely operation of expensive fire alarm and
extinguishing systems.

Two methods are generally used in construction and industrial projects in order to prevent the spread of fire and flames:

Supply of equipment/ Fire stops

Active Methods
This method uses electrical and mechanical systems designed to detect or extinguish fires and prevent the spread of fire and smoke. These
systems operate using an external energy source such as electricity and water pressure or manpower intervention. Fire extinguishers, smoke
and heat alarms, and sprinkler systems are examples of equipment that operates in an active manner.
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Passive Methods
According to international research reports, two-thirds of all deaths and damages from fires are due to suffocation and inhalation of toxic
fumes and gases. None of the alarm and extinguishing systems have the ability to deal with the spread and emission of toxic fumes and
gases. In the passive method, materials are used that absorb the energy of fire according to their properties and materials, and have the ability
to resist for a certain time to prevent the spread of flame, heat, smoke and toxic gases in a specific interval in the event of a fire.
This method is divided into two important parts:
A. Fire-proof and fire-resistant materials (such as: walls, floors, doors, windows, ducts, etc.)
B. Fire stop material
Areas where such systems should be used generally (according to fire zoning) are, for example:
y Construction joints (including expansion joints, seismic joints and executive joints)
y Around metal pipes (with and without insulation)
y Around plastic pipes (such as HDPE, PE, PP, PVCC, PVC pipes)
y Around cables and cable trays
y Around ventilation ducts (with or without insulation)
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To view the related products,
refer to the opposite page.

Supply of equipment

Elastomeric Insulators

44

Elastomeric insulation has a very high resistance against cold, heat, dust and most
importantly moisture. The application of elastomeric insulation in the ceiling and
walls, as well as the floor, causes the temperature inside the residential house to
remain largely constant and also prevents the penetration of moisture. This type of
insulation is suitable for industrial and civil applications that require the use of
insulation materials and is used in the insulation of air conditioning, refrigeration,
heating, piping, tanks, fittings and air ducts which are applied in commercial,
industrial and residential environments, reducing energy loss and heat transfer. They
are available in both tubular and roll forms.
Tubular Elastomeric Insulation
The length of tubular elastomeric insulation is 2 meters and its thickness is 9, 13,
19, 25 mm. Tubular elastomeric insulations are produced and supplied in diameters
of 6 to 114 mm.
Roll Elastomeric Insulation
Roll insulation with a width of 1000 mm is ideal for insulating aluminum ducts, large
surfaces and pipes with large diameters. By reducing the number of steps required
for insulation, we will have easier installation and save time and labor costs.
Elastomeric insulation is flexible and has a high durability. The standard thickness for
roll insulation is 6,10,13,16,19,25,32,50 mm. Roll elastomeric insulation is available in
a simple and adhesive manner.

 عایق االستـــومـــری/تامین تجهیزات

Supply of equipment/ Elastomeric Insulators

Elastomeric insulation is one of the best types of
thermal and cryogenic insulation, which is made of
flexible materials of Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer
Rubber (EPDM). Elastomeric insulation may be the most
suitable alternative to traditional insulation, because
these insulators are environmentally friendly and have
been given the same name. The reason for this naming
is non-toxic elastomeric insulation ingredients that will
not cause any harm to humans and the environment. In
addition, the high technical capabilities of elastomeric
insulation make it possible to use these insulators in the
petrochemical and oil industries, automotive industries,
etc.
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MODULAR

SUPPORT
SYSTEMS

Products

Installation system

M

C 3020
Medium-weight
load profile

L

G 3521
Light-weight
load profiles

L

G 3020
Light-weight
load profiles

H

G4141
Heavy-weight
load profiles

M

G4121
Medium-weight
load profile

M

G 3535
Medium-weight
load profile

Load bearing information of mechanical
and electrical installations

thickness

thickness (mm)

A*B

G3020

0.9-1

30*20

C3020

1.5

30*20

G3521

1

35*21

G3535

1.25

35*35

G4121

1.5-2

41*21

G4141

1.5-2

41*41

Products/ Installation system

P-AB
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Size (mm)

G 4121D
Double profile
General Catalog

Contiliever
Lightweight load
bracket

behradin.com

Rail Support
Lightweight
profile base
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Angle 3
Angle connections

Angle 2
Angle connections

M

Rail Support
Heavy-weight
profile base

A
Load bearing information of mechanical
and electrical installations

Length

B

2000

1500

1000

750

600

G3020

0.8

1.1

1.6

2.2

2.7

C3020

1

1.4

2

2.7

3.4

G3521

1.7

2.3

3.4

4.5

5.7

G3535

2.2

3

4.5

6

7.5

G4121

3.2

4

5.5

7.5

9.5

P-AB

Size (mm)

Cable Tray & extention

BE-CT-T
Three ways 4 bends

Cable Tray 6 fold

Cable Tray 4 fold

BE-CT-F
Cable tray Intersection

BE-CT-L
90 degree elbow

BE-CT-TF
Convert cable tray

Products/ Cable Tray and Its Accessories

Type Code
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T

H

W

BE-CT

1~1.5

100~40

100

BE-CT

1~1.5

100~40

200

BE-CT

1~1.5

100~40

300

BE-CT

1.5~2

100~40

400

BE-CT

1.5~2

100~40

500

BE-CT

1.5~2

100~40

600

BE-CT

1.5~2

100~40

700

BE-CT

1.5~2

100~40

800

Accessories & Connectors

Channel Nut

Channel Nut-SP
behradin.com
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Conduit Clamp
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Square washer

Band Hanger

Beam Clamp

Conduit Clamp

Coupling

Star washer

Pipe Clamps

Products/ Pipe Clamps

EPDM-M8-M10
Insulated clamp
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EPDM-M8
Insulated clamp

Size

diameter roung

Connection
nut size

Static allowable
load

⅜“

15-20

M8

500

½“

21-25

M8

500

¾“

27-32

M8

800

1“

32-35

M8

500

1¼“

40-43

M8

800

1½“

47-51

M8

800

2“

59-63

M8/M10

1200

2½“

72-76

M8/M10

1200

3“

87-91

M8/M10

1200

4“

110-115

M8/M10

1200

5“

123-126

M8/M10

1200

6“

160-168

M8/M10

1200

CLVS-CLP
Clevis clamp

Size

diameter
Rad

Static
allowable load

CH-015

½“

M10

1200

CH-020

¾“

M10

1200

CH-025

1“

M10

1200

CH-032

1¼“

M10

1200

CH-040

1½“

M10

1200

CH-050

2“

M10

1200

CH-065

2½“

M10

1700

CH-080

3“

M12

1700

CH-100

4“

M12

1700

Size

Tube diameter
range

Connection
nut size

Static allowable
load

½“

20-25

M10

500

¾“

25-30

M10

500

1“

32-37

M10

800

1¼“

40-45

M10

500

1½“

47-51

M10

800

2“

60-64

M10

800

2½“

75-80

M10

1200

3“

86-91

M10

1200

4“

110-115

M10

1700

behradin.com
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Loop Hanger
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Mechanical-Chemical Anchor

HSA
Mechanical bolt anchor

HST
Mechanical bolt anchor

HSL-3
Mechanical bolt anchor

RE500-V3
Chemical anchor

HKV
Mechanical bolt anchor

HLC
Mechanical bolt anchor

Mechanical-Chemical Anchor Load-Carrying
Systems information

Products/ Mechanical-Chemical Anchor

P-AB
RE-500
HSL-3
HST
HSA
HKV
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HLC

Shear Kg

tensile Kg

Diameter Φ

Smallest

670

1030

8

Biggest

6430

4210

40

Smallest

1780

1120

M8

Biggest

8820

4410

M24

Smallest

800

360

M8

Biggest

4480

2860

M24

Smallest

370

240

M6

Biggest

4860

2510

M20

Smallest

210

330

M6

Biggest

2400

1720

M20

Smallest

130

80

M6.5

Biggest

790

530

M20

Fire stops

CP 606
Fire stop Mastic

CP 670
Fire stop color coverage
behradin.com
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CP 620
Expandable foam
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CP 678
Shield cable

CP 644
Fire sheath

Advantages of using
the fire stops

y Ability to use in dimensions of medium aspects
y soundproof
y Do not Layering when cutting
y Maximum displacement ability
y Colored
y No lesions
y Quick and convenient injection
y Compact resistant, smoke and water
y 30 years of tested life
y Time saving

CP 636
Firestop Cement

Address: Fatemi Square, at the
beginning of Gomnam Street
Corner of 7th Alley, No. 34, Unit 1
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